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Introduction.
In 2020, we have seen the COVID-19 global pandemic sweep across
nations causing health, economic and potentially humanitarian crises.
The World Economic Forum [1] has identi ed the
most likely risk of this pandemic is a prolonged
recession in the global economy.
In turn, it will also have far-reaching effects on the
environment, society and technological
advancement. In a new report, the WEF shows
optimism in early signs of the global recovery
from an increase in mobility and retail sales data
[1, 2].

Brick-and-mortar stores aren’t going away any
time soon: it has been estimated 21% of total
retail sales is forecasted to be e-commerce in
2023 [3].
This presents a huge opportunity for CXO’s to take
the lead in adopting cutting-edge technology for
future prosperity.

Retail Customer Experience Of cers will be at the
forefront of the economic recovery, and the
decisions they make now will be more important
than ever.
The challenges COVID-19 has brought so far
shows retailers that they have been woefully slow
in transforming the retail experience and in
adapting to changing customer needs.

This study performed by the alertiee.io. We would like to
thank everyone who contributed to this report.
Sahand Malek, alertiee.io | September 2021
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The future of retail.
Future opportunities will present themselves in three major areas: Demand
Generation, Capture and Ful lment. Therefore we should expect changes in the
following ve elements of retail functions:

Consumer.

Products.

Brands.

Channels.

From the consumer’s perspective, previous
limitations such as the distance between them and
the brand have signi cantly decreased. This has led
to greater customisation, instant grati cation and
easy access to communicating one-one with
brands through social media [4].

Brands no longer solely focus on their stakeholders.
With the emphasis turning towards community
outreach, the environment, and addressing
customer and staff safety. This shows a paradigm
shift in common business practice, and a new
commitment to customer preference.

In terms of Product, there has been a marked
increase in product launches - brands such as
OnePlus, Glossier, and Allbirds have all gone ahead
with launches during this pandemic. This creates the
need for retailers to have the agility to keep up [5].

Finally, Stores themselves are seeing changes in an
ever-blurring divide between digital and physical
shops - dubbed “phydigital” stores. This shows the
increasing in uence of technology in the sector.

Stores.

In terms of the retail channels, brands increasingly
invest in exclusive stores in a bid to remain relevant
among MBO’s (multi-brand outlets) and large
marketplaces both of ine and online.
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Retail uncertainty.
With the compounding challenges of
COVID-19, the retail sector has experienced
a whole host of new uncertainties.
Even prior to this year, customers have progressively

become more digital and more aware of their buying
power.

Retailers have had to keep vigilant in order to remain in

the minds of consumers by rede ning their values, their

image, and unique selling propositions to develop loyal,
returning customers.

In response to COVID-19, these challenges have
manifested changes in business and consumer
behaviour.

A key example is as a result of government regulations
around occupancy, and this is the rst time we have

seen queues outside shops beyond high pro le retail
product launches.
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The future of retail.
Retailers have had to adapt quickly to changing regulations. These adaptive
behaviours have led to shifts in shopping priorities and the channels where people
buy goods.
The research in September 2020, has shown that 33% of
consumers nd themselves “ nancially-squeezed” by the drop in
disposable income - which has steered them towards becoming
more “cost-conscious”.

While the same research also shows that 26% are
considered “resource-rich” - and are enjoying an
increase in leisure and income [6].
In summary, across the board there is an expected
160% rise in e-commerce purchases from new or lowfrequency buyers [6].
“In parallel, panic-buying shoppers pushed grocery sales up by
a fth ahead of coronavirus lockdown, and subsequently March
was record month for UK supermarkets as consumers spend
extra £1.9bn instore”. - Financial Times 2020
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The future of retail.
Businesses are feeling the shift in trends, but how do these affect the practical dayto-day running of high street retail and supermarkets?
In April 2020, GfK conducted a ash survey of Consumer Con dence
showing a 1 point increase to -33 point since its previous abrupt
drop at the start of the pandemic. This has re ected in a 13.9%
increase in sales volumes in June 2020 compared to May [7].

Yet retailers face considerable problems - trying to
keep staff and shoppers safe whilst matching the
surge of demand. Businesses have used ' oor marking'
and “one way systems” as well as having guards and
“COVID Marshals” to control capacity.
These methods have proven manageable but inef cient
in the short-term. Businesses should consider the longterm implications: this is where technology can offer
hope, especially in the run-up to the Holiday season
and expected future waves of infections [8].
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Technological support.
Why use technological support?
In the last 10 years, multitudes of big-name
retailers with millions in assets including Toys
'R' Us, BHS, Maplins, and recently Debenhams
have all gone bankrupt or fallen into
administration [9, 10, 11].
CXO's will need to embrace technology to
avoid a similar fate.
It can help to improve store operations by
adjusting occupancy levels, manage
consumers stockpiling behaviours, analysing
and enhancing customer safety, and
optimising customer experience based on
multi-sourced data and insight.
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Now is the time...
...to embrace the future of retail with technology.
According to Deloitte, the desire for unique retail experiences
increased customer journey interactions by 700% between the years
2014 and 2017 [11].

Not only that, they say a push for modernising technology has translated
to the global retail spend on IT topping out at $196 Billion USD in 2019, set
to increase to over $225 Billion USD in 2022.

Nearly half of CEO’s surveyed by KMPG said in 2019 they had already
begun to implement AI in their business processes [12].
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5 Technologies Businesses
should adopt post-COVID.

1

2

Omni-Channel

Social Brand
Community

Commerce

3

AI Helpers

4

Updating the
In-Store Experience

5

AI/Tech Assisted
In-Store Analytics
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Omni-Channel Commerce.
What

Why

Why now

In a multi-channel rich environment,
omni-channel experiences ultimately
drive core shoppers of retail brands to
their physical stores by leveraging the
power of online and social.

According to BigCommerce, Gen Z
spends 2X-3X more [time] shopping
on social channels than the average
consumer. Of those channels,
Instagram and Snapchat come on top
[13].

HBR on a study of 46,000 shoppers
has shown us previously that omnichannel customers are more valuable,
spending on average 4% MORE on
instore shopping and 10% more when
shopping online. This boost of value
can be exactly what is needed in
uncertain times [14].

They also found the #1 reason
customers shop instore is to be able
to touch or try an item on before
purchase. This shows that instore
experiences are still relevant and an
omni-channel approach is required.

How

Example

The CEO’s surveyed by BigCommerce
gave the following advice (paraphrased):

An example of a brand executing a brilliant
omni-channel strategy is Sephora.

“Never guess and hope things will happen”.

While you’re able to shop for their beauty
products on social media, they also have a
‘Beauty Bag’ feature which allows
customers to bring their online shopping
preferences to life using instore tablets to
narrow down their shopping needs.

The key to bringing an omni-channel
strategy to life is to focus on the customer
experience, then use data tracking,
analysis and management [13].
Automating much of these processes can
help to keep businesses running smoothly.
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Social Brand Community.
What

Why

Why now

Building a brand community is a
crucial business decision. Helpfully for
retailers, the strategy can be used
online and of ine.

The need for community is at an alltime high, even back in 2013, 84
percent of customers were more
likely to trust a recommendation
from someone they knew rather
than an advertiser [15].

COVID-19 has shown us just how much
we rely on community efforts to get
by. The heightened importance of
‘PURPOSE’ and humanitarian efforts
have given CEO’s and other executives
new responsibilities where previous
generations would have turned to the
government or the news [16].

Fostering a community is therefore
essential to building brand loyalty and
awareness.

How

Example

Building a brand community isn’t an easy
task: it requires you to know your customer
as if they were your best friend, and nd
out what really matters to them. Enterprise
Nation recommends turning those topics
that matter into marketing content and
turning up consistently for them, not at
them [17].

Using Lego as an example in the early
2000’s, the company was on edge of ling
for bankruptcy. However, after some
struggle, they surpassed Mattel to become
the world’s largest toy-maker [18].
What was instrumental in their success was
rede ning their customer approach and
building Lego Ideas, where customers
create Lego designs for commercial
release.
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AI Helpers.
What

Why

Why now

Many retailers are familiar with the
idea of a ‘personal shopper’. They are
used to help customers pick out items
based on their wants and needs.
However, hiring people to do the job is
costly - especially with more
customers turning to e-commerce.

Businesses who make use of AI in its
processes are able to increase
customer touchpoints and analyse
buyer behaviour, leading to greater
customisation. Retailers can also use
AI to save time and money allowing
for business owners to complete other
tasks.

Working with AI helpers is now easier
than ever before.

Crucially, it can also ef ciently learn
what behaviours lead to product
returns which can help in designing
solutions.

Today there is more availability of
data, and the technology has
advanced enough to become stable
and more affordable. Moreover,
improved machine learning
algorithms allow for retailers to use
customised insights and AI FIRST
COMPANIES are pushing the
boundaries for everyone else.

How

Example

When guring out how to implement AI into
your business, It can be summed up with
the phrase “Start small, scale fast, and
build iteratively”. Start by identifying small
use cases and being honest about your risk
tolerance [11].

A useful example of business using AI
would include 1-800Flowers.com who use
IBM Watsons AI Helper “GWYN” as a
personal assistant to gift-shop for their
customer [19].

Once you’ve optimised your use case, scale
it accordingly and build on top of success,
instead of going all-in at once.

Other companies such as IKEA are utilising
AR (a close cousin of AI) to help customers
virtually place furniture in their homes to try
before they buy.
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Updating In-Store Experience.
What

Why

Why now

Arti cial Intelligence can also be used
to innovate the instore experience
whilst keeping customer safety in
mind. Blurring the divide between
digital and physical commerce is key
to enhancing the customer experience
ready for this Holiday season and
beyond.

The previous processes highlighted
alone are not enough to help physical
stores to innovate and attract new
and existing customers. It’s essential to
update because the majority of
shopping (around 70%) is still done in
store. Therefore, updating stores is
required to keep staff and customers
safe and happy[7].

McKinsey & Company performed a
survey in China which found 65% of its
respondents cared more about space
safety than before COVID-19.
Alleviating these anxieties by updating
the instore experience with safety, as
well as satisfaction in mind, is
paramount to ensure survival in the
coming holiday season [20].

How

Example

Researchers at the Academy of Marketing
Science identi ed various types of instore
technological updates which are plotted
along a Convenience vs Social Presence
axis. They suggest implementing
technology that has both high convenience
and high social presence such as: AR, VR,
embodied/disembodied robots, avatars
and smart displays [21].

A popular example of a retailer using tech
to update their instore (and online)
experience is Specsavers, where in 2018
they introduced their ‘Frame Styler’ app
which allows its customers to virtually try
on glasses from their range - both more
hygienic and time saving.
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AI-Tech Assisted In-Store Analytics.
What

Why

Why now

Arguably the most immediately
bene cial and convenient technology
readily available is the use of AI or
similar technology to monitor and
analyse instore data.

Studies show companies who are
considered digital leaders in their
respective industries have higher
productivity and faster revenue
growth than that of their nondigitised counterparts [20, 22, 23]

Research has shown that customer
experience (CX) leaders are more
resilient during recessionary periods,
experiencing quicker recovery. This
provides 3x HIGHER RETURNS than that
of their slower peers [21].

Part of that digitisation is innovative
use of data (see more at
www.alti o.com).

With another prolonged global
recession looming, CXO’s will have the
chance to spot the opportunities
amongst the crisis and rise above the
rest.

Progress in Deep Learning algorithms,
computational capacity and the sheer
mass generation of usable data are
lifting the ceiling on what is possible
[20, 22].

How

Example

One use of advanced data tracking for
retailers is Heat Mapping. Companies can
use this technology to analyse where
customers spend most of their time during
visits and adjust their merchandising
decisions accordingly.

When the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions
were put in place in the form of ‘lockdowns’
around the world, essential retailers (and
later non-essential), struggled to adapt to
the changes.

Alongside this is also the technology to
monitor instore capacity and manage
customer queues.

Alertiee provides an ef cient way to cope
with these challenges by combining new
and existing technology in a system that
monitors real-time instore data.
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Paving the way
for Success.

“At a time of change for our
business, with changing
industry structures and
changing competitive positions,
how do we not only survive, but
also find the silver linings?”
The World Economic Forum [24].

The future of retail.
In 2020 retailers have realised the risks involved
in the failure to adapt to changing customers
and environments.
CXO’s should therefore consider adopting the
two short term actions:

• Using arti cial intelligence to update the instore
•

experience
Track instore customer data to get better
analytics

As well as the three longer-term actions:

• Integrating omni-channel support
• Creating online brand communities
• Employing AI Helpers
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Adnams and Alertiee have completed their pilot to
evaluate applications of AI in retail.

CASE STUDY

Adnams is a regional brewery founded in Southwold, Suffolk, England
whose business includes Pubs (owned by, and partners with), as well as
owned stores, in addition to the brewery itself. Adnams' modern and omnichannel approach in engaging with its customers has put the company in a
unique position, both in terms of its outreach and its social responsibilities,
to enhance health and safety measures for both customers and staff in all
of its locations and premises types.
Alertiee has developed a number of unique applications of AI and video
analytics in the retail space in order to boost customer con dence and
engagement, for example, an occupancy management system to manage
stores’ safe operation capacity, as well as AI-enabled video analytics to
assess customer attributes.
The goal of the pilot was to evaluate the usefulness of Internet of Things
(IoT) and video analytics technologies in a retail space in a modern way by;

•
•
•
•
•

Providing insights about store performance and busyness
Using occupancy management for health and safety purpose
Testing customer insight and attribute technology
Evaluating store performance as a function of metrics such peak day/time
Assessing the usefulness of the analytics dashboard

The pilot ran between 1 April 2021 and 1 June 2021, during which the
Adnams and Alertiee team tested the applications of IoT and AI in
monitoring the physical space of a retail shop digitally. The team used
Alertiee proprietary software to manage store busyness, capacity level, and
Covid-related compliance measures.

Download case study at www.alertiee.io
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Shopping experience
of the future
Increase foot ow traf c and revenue by
understanding customer behaviour,

engagement level, passersby, impression,
dwell, customer parkour, customer

mission, waiting times, and queueing and
so much more.

Secure and easy to maintain Software as
a Service solution
Keep informed of the Safety, Compliance and
Customer Experience levels of your stores
Cutting-edge video analytics and computer
vision algorithms
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Would you like a demo? Visit www.alertiee.io

Request demo

Create an Outstanding In-Store Customer Experience
Boost in-store conversion rate
•Track, assess, and boost your conversion rate
•Inform your team and set a realistic goals and targets

such as average basket spending

•Boost your engagement rate
•Introduce meaningful KPIs

Alertiee Sense: AI video and IoT analytics

Enhance customer experience
•Provide relevant, targeted and spontaneous

messages with proximity marketing

•Increase foot traf c and pass by engagement
•Create heat map for in-store product placement

and customers’ interactions

Alertiee Pulse: spontaneous proximity marketing

Create active customer engagement
•Creating active engagement with targeted displays
•Our technology detect customer profiles in real-time
•We update the display automatically
•Track your campaigns’ performance

Live targeted
marketing
message

Alertiee Mind: active engagement
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If you have any questions and would like to nd out more about what Alertiee can do for you, please contact hello@alertiee.io

Our latest insights
Learn more: www.alertiee.io/blog/
alertiee.io
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Thank you

for reading this report.
If you have any questions and would like to nd out more about what Alertiee
can do for you, please contact hello@alertiee.io
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